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AUDACITY
Love (noun)
1. An intense feeling of deep affection.

2. A great interest and pleasure in something.

3. A person or thing that one loves.

“i learned love is about giving everything. and letting it hurt.”
Rupi Kaur

Eudaimonia
She bent down and kissed me again, a soft connection of delicate skin which held no frantic
burning, or desperate yearn, just an easy warmth that bettered everything else.
'It's called eudaimonia,' she said as she walked away, turning once to be framed by the morning
light, then wandered out of the barn without further explanation.
That's exactly how I felt. The happiness and contentment had started spreading all the way through
me and I could sense myself flourishing.
It might all sound like namby-pamby stuff and nonsense, but this is how it was happening. With this
new family of ours, because that's what we had become, I could feel myself changing. Growing. A
million miles from the bankrupt person who'd fought his way out of the bedsit, and every day I took
a step further away from the last punctuation mark of my old life.
The end of the world had turned from a fresh start into a bright beginning, and everything would be
okay.
'Eudaimonia,' I wondered aloud to the dawn.

J.J. Patrick
@j_amesp

Love Is Not

Ruby Lilith
@RubiesB4Swine

Love and Breathing
I love you, he said

I love you too, she said, I think

The silence stretched out between them

When it comes to love, who can know the shape or form or truth of it

I don’t understand love, she said eventually

How do you know how to love? How do you know it is love? How can you be sure?

He laughed and gathered her in his arms

I’ve never worked out how breathing works, he replied, but I seem to manage that just fine.

And they sat and they breathed and they loved and everything was just fine.

Stephanie Shields
@princessofvp

Wither The Roses
Wither away, you rose petals.
Soak up the tears, you love notes.
Let this heart be free.
Let this heart be true.
To itself.

Elizabeth Rubble

Won't Change Me
love is a jungle
not everyone is equipped
to cut back the vines
not everyone understands
it is a two way street
of giving and taking
helping build dreams
making them into realities,
but then these people
always think there will be tomorrow;
some of us know that this moment
is all we have
which is why we give so freely
of ourselves
our love is eternal and everlasting
as the wings of eternity
maybe one day I will find someone
who can hold my flame
without running from my fire
simply appreciating my wildness
without trying to tame or cage it
because I will forever be wild
so appreciate me as I am
or watch me as I go.

Linda M. Crate
@thysilverdoe

Sweet and Lasting

Ewan Smith
@ewanandsmith

I'm Sure
I've never been in love before.
I'm sure,
that my heart,
tap danced,
for the sake of art,
when you were close.
Our fingers, our schedules, our lives,
braided like a bracelet,
in no time at all,
too soon to be real,
I'm sure.
I stayed up all night,
to deny,
I had drowned in your eyes.
I slept in armbands.
I'm sure,
the two are unrelated.
I question my reflection, unable to keep my eyes, to myself.
I'm sure,
I may be unsure,
of how much longer I can deny, that maybe I'm in...
Trouble? Heaven? Pain?
WAIT!
Wait. I'm sure.
I'm in love.

Jennifer Juan
@MissJSquared

Musings On Love
Most people would say that only Humans and animals (as well as the occasional Deity) are capable
of showing or giving love to someone. I would disagree with that. Love is a flowing emotion – as
witnessed by the difference between “loving” someone and “being in love with” them.
When you love someone you want to protect and nurture them, as well as helping them to feel
positive about their existence.
For me – my biggest source of love (apart from family, friends, and my religious beliefs) is a city.
Yes, you read that correctly, I did say a city. As in the buildings, streets, waterways, as well as some
of the residents and people who work there.
The city has been part of my life since before I was born. When I was going through Hell at
Secondary School it became my refuge and hiding place. Even when I am nowhere near it – and I
have no opportunity to visit it – it is still tucked away in my head and my heart, and the thought of
it calms and relaxes me when I am stressed.
Human love can turn nasty or obsessive, an animal’s love is based on whoever is the one in charge
of its food and shelter. A city’s love is always like a warm, comforting blanket – or a hug. Every
time I go back to the city I love it welcomes me with open arms and I can imagine it saying, “I was
wondering where you had got to – welcome home”.
That – to me – is a sign of true love.

Ineke Poultney
@Inkyworld

The Unspeakable Truth
The man sits at a table, staring into the space in front of his eyes, wondering whether or not he has anything to confess.
Over the chipped melamine, he sees the ruins of his lover’s face. She, like him, stares; only her eyes provide no hint of what
she sees.
His words, whispered to an unlistening ear, fall unnoticed to the floor; splinter across linoleum stained by years of such
wistful ramblings; and disappear into the maze worn by the passage of myriad imagined responses in the crumbling plaster
covering the walls.
“Who am I?”
You are my saviour, but I will not acknowledge you
Only you are your own saviour, but I can be your fellow traveller
“Who am I?”
You are the only man I ever loved, but I will not love you now
You are a liar, for I know that you live me still
“Who am I?”
You are the mirror of my soul, but I will not look into your eyes
I hold my dreams to your face, and see them reflected in your look
“Who am I?”
You are a man of dignity and compassion, but to acknowledge yor virtues would be to confront my own inadequacies
Your thesis is ill-founded, for I know you to be a truly virtuous woman
“Who am I?”
You are the father of my hope, but I must live in anguish
It is only you who believes this to be so; there is hope, because there is me
“Who am I?”
You are the Angel of Death come to free my soul
Your soul is yours to free; I can only ease you of your living
“Who am I?”
You are nothing more than a distant memory
And because you remember, there is a future for us both
“Who am I?”
You are undermining my insecurities
That may be so, but surely you can distinguish who I am from that which I do?
“Who am I?”
You are the beacon that lights my way
I only reflect the light which gleams in your eyes
“Who am I?”
“You are my lover, succour for my pain, and I love you for this”
“I love you”
Sitting at the table now, the man gazes in wonder, realising there never was anything to confess. No broken promises, or
concerns disregarded. Nothing stolen neither heart nor hope. Only the unspeakable truth.

Martin Purcell

First Encounter
Her eyes are still closed in sleep, but the heart that beats beyond them is awake, and slowly
invading my own. One night of passion, and now look where I am: bonded and enslaved. And
willingly, I might add. My inner cocktail of emotions is still roiling from the momentous act. How
can such affection thrive alongside all this nervous excitement?
She shifts a little, and the peace deepens within me. I can barely move. On the window, raindrops
end their flight through darkness and meander down the glass. Now and then, a droplet finds a
comfortable spot, and remains suspended until another arrives to swell it beyond the grip of surface
tension and succumb to gravity. I wonder, where will our journey take us? I’ve been so lonely these
past months, but now we have each other. I don’t know how to feel, and I stare at the wall,
bewildered.
When I look down, her eyes open. Glory fills my soul, and a smile cracks my weary face as the ward
sister enters the room.
‘All right, love? She’ll be wanting a feed soon.’

Mike Torr
@macronencer

The Dictator's Mom
“You idiot”
“Ma, don’t call me that. I am the president”
“You are a disgrace, that’s what you are”
“Is this how you talk to the world’s most powerful man? Good thing that you are my mother.”
“What have you done with your position, except making people fear for their lives or getting
ridiculed for your numerous faux pas?”
“No Ma, I am doing great work. I must say I am doing better than great. They are spreading fake
things about me. You don’t listen to them”
“I know you son. Remember all those times I sat with my head hanged down in the principal’s
office? You were always a bully. And not even a smart one at that.”
“Come on Ma, cut me some slack”
“You think it is easy for me to see the whole world hating you. Mr President, what good is that title
for?”
“History will judge me kinder Ma, you will see”
“Oh shut up. Where did you read that, on twitter?”
“So you are telling me you don’t love me?”
“No dear. I love you, I have to. That’s not the case for the others. I love you but I am not proud of
you”
“What do you suggest I do then, Ma?”
“I think you already know what you should do. That is why we are having this conversation.”
“I don’t understand Ma.”
“Think about it son. Why are we suddenly talking, considering I have been dead for the past fifteen
years?”
“So this is a dream?”
“Yes dummy. But it is a good thing that you are having this dream. That means your subconscious is
worried about you. I thought you never had one.”
“Quit making fun of me Ma. I am the most…”
“Stop saying that you idiot. How about you try to be the most loved man in the world? Can you do
that? You can’t, because that is too hard for you. Can you at least let the world be and allow people
to live in peace?”
“You want me to win the Nobel Peace Prize, is that what you are saying Ma?”
“Ah. The fault is mine. Good night son. Sleep well”
“Ma, Ma, Ma…”

Kiran Gandhi
@Kirangandhi

The Cycle
The greatness and perfection of love is the greatest imperfection of love.
We are open to it, the possibilities it brings, we are vulnerable.
Yet, we are stronger; the self-doubt, the loneliness evaporates.
These are the best of times; this is who I am.
The great norming.
We adapt, we accept, we grow.
Still open, still trusting, still vulnerable.
But together, always.
A moment of betrayal, a moment of disillusionment.
A moment of suspicion, a moment of deceit.
The moment everything changes.
Can we forget? Forgive? Rebuild?
Can I be so open again?
I choose. I move on, changed.
No man is an island, but my bridges are burnt.
My borders are closed. I am self-contained.
I am diminished.
I accept this is who I am.
I am content in my self-delusion.
My defences are down.
For I have nothing to protect.
And then came you.

Mark White
@MarkWWhite1960

A Pauper's Promise
I hate to have to tell you this,
and hope that you don’t feel dismissed,
but rubies nor the amethysts,
I can buy.
It’s not a lack of want for it,
that’s stopping gemstone purchases,
it’s just that finite finances,
run dry.
So in other ways I’ll show you how,
I loved you then, and more so now,
with every passing day or hour
goes by.
My aging hands will move to fix,
all the things that get b’twixt
a smile, to bring you happiness
I’ll try.
I’ll fix the tap that leaks and then,
with battered pad and old ink pen
compose a note to heal you when
you cry.
Your joy prioritised ‘fore mine
soul food I’ll give, for you to dine
spirit free, alongside mine
we’ll fly.
‘cause since we met you’ve given all,
to raise me up, help me stand tall,
that’s why you seem to hold in thrall,
this guy.
So despite a lack of resource still
every effort I can make, I will
to improve your lot each day until
I die.

Alex Usher
@Alex250175

Metaphor (For Love)
I love affogato.
It's a simple dish, only two ingredients which depend on each other to lift each from commonplace
simplicity to deeply indulgent.
Cold, sweet Vanilla ice cream and hot bitter Espresso.
The heat of the espresso melts the cold ice cream, causing it to run in slow, creamy streams into the
waiting pool of dark coffee.
I can get lost in a good affogato...which, incidentally, is the Italian word for drowning.

Elizabeth Rubble

Cat Hair
The old coffee maker was admirably struggling this morning. Clearance bin ground coffee seems to
be beyond its comfort zone. Mary Weathers projected mental support toward the device. Anything
to ensure a successful brew. The young writer felt uncomfortably fatigued. Last night’s sleep had
been tainted with gloomy assortments of nightmares and unpaid bill tallies. That distressing
combination usually encompassed her end of the month night time adventures. Writers of her
particular freelance stripe, and their cats, should be undeterred by irregular sleep patterns. So, there
was no way that this coffee machine could win. Not today. Mary fidgeted with the plastic springloaded nozzle item. Eventually, she coaxed caffeine laced liquid from the device back into gravity’s
inevitable grasp. Her wrinkled sleeve rapidly absorbed hot coffee as it burned its way down her
unfortunately angled arm. Happy results though! Mary joyfully sipped at her nectar of the gods as
she made her way back toward the couch. Time to reclaim a seat under Sebastian, her shedding
ginger tabby.
She soon faced her current project and blank laptop screen with dread. In a world excruciatingly
enveloped in darkness, Mary found herself bewildered over how to start writing about love. Her
social media feeds were covered in astonishingly cold debates about which groups of people deserve
continued existence. Love—whatever Mary considered that term encompassed and entailed—is
surely something that people require to thrive. Yet, it remains one of the most celebratedly
misunderstood thorn in humanity’s existential side. The worried writer shot a forlorn glance toward
her overflowing bookshelf. Who is she to add her little view alongside dense philosophical
scholarship, stunning fiction, and brilliant poets who beat their chests until their pens bleed?? Mary
accidentally inhaled coffee. A brief coughing fit provided a surprising staging point for advancing
into the daunting unknown. Explicating something profound began from wanting to live despite
lubricated gasps for air. Love isn’t merely about survival—it allows us to maintain our humanity.
Love may be the deepest puddle concealing unfathomable depths beyond anything measured in the
darkest corners of unreachable ocean trenches. Yet, its surface shimmer glided across Mary’s life in
the furry form of Sebastian’s clumsy gait. He had impatiently nudged his way onto the pondering
writer’s lap. Ginger hair darkened her vision when he affectionately rubbed his whiskered face
against hers. Finally, the overweight feline flopped onto her lap. Mary tucked in the first accessible
blanket around Sebastian’s purring frame. She found herself grinning—her first genuine smile in
weeks. Soppy tomes, philosophical analyses, and television encased kisses failed to make love
intelligible for the struggling Mary. It took brushing away cat hair from her cheek to appreciate
love’s invaluable pull. A dead American philosopher once wrote about how life contains piles of
truths that fit wherever they can in circumstances. The tired writer’s eyes lit up as her fingers
finally encountered the waiting keyboard. Sometimes the smallest glimpse of love projects its
significance in the loudest voice.

Amanda Lusky
@Rdkil

I Fell
I fell the first time
Grasping at stars when the sun past fire
Water to wine
By nightfall these dreams of ours unwind
The last mountain to climb
Heaven

Seth Peterson
@sethpetersonla

Love Is

Ruby Lilith
@RubiesB4Swine
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